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A circle of women
who read,

learn and play together
around the book

Join our
Playing Big
Group



THE PLAYING BIG BOOK CIRCLE

What would be possible in your team – in your organization – in 
your own business - if women played bigger? 

What would be possible in your life and career if you felt more 
courageous about using your voice and talking about your
boldest ideas?

Join us as we read and discuss Playing Big, by the internationally
acclaimed women’s leadership expert, Tara Mohr. 

Discover more about Tara Mohr and Playing Big at 
taramohr.com.

In this 4-part book group, we’ll read the book and talk about the 
concepts and practical skills that we need to play big – to share
our voices and take bold action, to create a significant positive 
impact in our careers, our lives, and the world at large.

I will facilitate the book circle online. I have taken Tara’s Playing
Big 6 months Facitators Training. We shall meet 4 times on 
Zoom via video conferences, during 1h30.

Come join us and start Playing Big now!

Marion
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Week 2 Slaying the Dragons that Keep
Us Stuck
Chapter 3: A Very Old New Way of Looking at Fear 
Learn the two types of fear and how to skillfully respond to 
each.

Chapter 4: Unhooking from Praise and Criticism
Learn how being “hooked” by both positive and negative

feedback limits women’s playing big, and the gentle way to 
get free of that.

Week 4 More Skills & Moving Forward

Chapter 8: Communicating with Power
The “little things” we do in our speech and writing that
diminish our impact. How to let them go, and what to do 
instead.

Chapter 9: Callings
How to identify your callings and practical steps to start
living yours right away – even if that seems near impossible 
now.

Chapter 10: Let it Be Easy
This chapter is about how to truly create sustained action..

Week 1 A Foundation for Playing
Bigger
Chapter 1: The Inner Critic

How to recognize your inner critic and practical tools
you can use each day to quiet its voice.

Chapter 2: The Inner Mentor

What if we really did have the answers to many of our
biggest challenges within ourselves? This chapter is
about how to access and utilize our unfailing (yep, 
unfailing) inner wisdom.

Week 3 Skills for Playing Big
Chapter 5: Leaving Good Student Habits Behind

Learn the four major behaviors rewarded in school that
often get women stuck in their careers.

Chapter 6: Hiding

The clever ways brilliant women come up with to keep
playing small. One reader said this chapter was like
getting five years worth of therapy in half an hour!

Chapter 7: Leaping

A unique, highly specific kind of action that gets us 
playing bigger right now. We’ll talk about the six criteria
of a leap.
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Marion Chapsal is a  leadership coach for women. . Her clients call 
her the Mary Poppins of coaching, mixing intuition, creativity and 
kindness.

Marion has more than 25 years experience in executive education
and leadership coaching. Marion has taught and lectured at HEC 
Paris, EM Lyon and Cranfield School of Management. 

When she’s not facilitating groups or coaching, Marion rides horses
in Beaujolais, collects pastry recipes from the world, or invent
stories for her grand-children.

LEARN MORE
Visit Marion’s website marionchapsal.com 
mamarionchapsal.comrionchapsal.com
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